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Hi DiNAs and welcome to the latest in a series of weekly blogs about things DNA
while we are in lockdown.
Ancestry on the Record
Last Friday morning I attended an Ancestry on the Record virtual meeting where
Crista Cowan and others spoke to a group of us about what is about to happen on the
AncestryDNA front. First up they told of what is currently happening such as a rollout
making hints more intuitive to new members.
By now you will have noticed that Ancestry Messages is in the process of being
changed from the old to a new format. Ancestry’s messaging system has its critics, but
personally I have always received an email if someone has posted and therefore have
had no real problems with it. Having said that, I’m happy for the new look as I think
that their system always looks like it was a last minute add-on.
New members and those in the USA are also getting Story Scout before the rest of
us. The reason for giving these new tools to newly signed up members, it was
explained, is that they are probably the most in need of help and these tools will aid
them in that. Whether that is true, or will just make things confusing for them is yet to
be seen (see Roberta Estes’ blog link below for some cautious advice about Story
Scout).
Each year at this time, Ancestry updates its ethnicity results and this year they will
be run out from 14th September although some are reporting that they have received
their new results already. For ethnicity purposes Britain has been divided into England
and Wales; Scotland and Ireland have been split. Cyprus now has its own ethnicity and
many more.

The screenshots shown below are to be the new format for our matches.
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The new Ancestry pages are due for a full roll-out to everyone from
January/February next year and we were told that this time frame is aimed at those
who get a DNA kit for Christmas.
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Also aimed at newer members is the idea of being able to phase our matches – i.e.
tell whether a match is from mum or dad’s side of the tree. I am not sure whether it
will act in quite the same way as FamilyTreeDNA which phases by identifying a
relationship in our site tree. The software algorithm then decides whether other
matches are paternal or maternal – see screen shot below:
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The new match page will show our matches in either a group or a list format. In the
group format (below) Ancestry asks if you know your match. If the answer is “Yes”

then we make a decision whether the match is from the paternal or maternal side of
our tree. The buttons on the left side
change to green and we can click on the
pertinent button (Mother’s side/Father’s
side). Shared matches are added to the
Family group (see pic on left). I think that it
will be from the Group page that custom
groups, i.e. notes and coloured dots, can be
created. Matches will be grouped by “All
matches”; “Family groups” or those that we
are “Not sure” about.
Also note that in the present match list
our matches are grouped by Parent/Child;
Sibling or Cousin (1st, 2nd, 3rd etc.) In the
new list they will be shown as Close or
Extended family.
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Moving on to the new List View of our matches, which I think is a lot cleaner looking
than the current match list page, it will look like this (see below). Note the changes to
show which side – mother’s or father’s – are included under the relationship, as well
as showing a much clearer definition of the match relationship itself (1 st cousin/Great
aunt).
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The new format shows the percentage of Shared DNA in the list view but also
includes centiMorgans when you add matches.
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But have the dots disappeared? I don’t know and I didn’t notice them as missing
when we were discussing this during Ancestry’s presentation so I didn’t ask that
question – maybe they are only going to be shown in the Group view – or are they
...
hidden under the three dots ( ) drop down menu on the right of the page?

Ancestry will also offer us a list of relationships (child/parent/1st cousin etc.) so we
can change our relationship with the match e.g. from 2nd cousin to half 1st cousin.
They will also change the previous wording
from “Shared DNA” – which was confusing
to some – to show it as “Unweighted
Shared DNA”. The new version will now
show the total amount of our shared DNA;
the amount after it has been “timbered”
including the number of segments; and the
longest segment – getting SO close to
being a chromosome browser but not
there yet.
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Current Version
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I think that this will be a good set of changes to AncestryDNA and look forward to
their introduction over the next few months. Here’s hoping that, by us being able to
phase our known matches, Ancestry’s algorithms will soon be able to suggest to us
whether new and possibly unknown matches are from one side of our tree or the
other – similar to the way FTDNA has been doing it for years.
Further reading and information
Blogs:
Video:

DNAeXplained – Genetic Genealogy: Roberta Estes – Ancestry’s New
StoryScout: Be Cautious
Genealogy TV: Constance Knox – Ancestry.com’s New StoryScout™
Feature
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This is an area for you to tell us something that you have discovered
– a tip, a hint, a suggestion, some advice or recommendation that has
helped you and that you would like to pass on to our members. Email
your MT2s to me.
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Members’ Tips & Tricks

